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A Winner in 2012 Small Business Book Awards by Small Business Trends“If you own a website,
you’re a publisher.”Interruption marketing is a thing of the past. We can no longer only talk to our
audience. We must join the conversation that’s already happening.The world of marketing has
been radically changing in the last couple of years to a new kind of marketing. Businesses that
have been spending their marketing budgets on print, TV, banner ads, and even PPC are
realizing that there is a better way. A better way to attract leads, to nurture those leads, to lower
your cost per sale and to speed up the buying process. That way is content marketing.The
companies that are succeeding right now are the ones creating content that engages their
customers and brings in the business.That’s where this book comes in. Many marketing books
present themselves like the consultant who comes in and says, “Here’s the strategy you need,
but I don’t implement. I don’t actually do it. That’s for you to figure out.” But if you’re going to be
successful, you need to understand how to create and promote compelling content that brings in
the customers – not just that you need to.Accelerate! provides the reader with a comprehensive
understanding of what it takes to execute a successful content marketing strategy, no matter
how big or small your organization is.Any one of the chapters in this book could be books unto
themselves, but rather than write a multi-volume encyclopedia on the subject, Arnie has created
a portable field guide for your marketing strategy.Accelerate! will:•Guide you through the 8 steps
to a successful content marketing plan from developing a strategy to measuring results•Give 16
examples of content you can create for your business•Review real case studies from both small
and large businesses that are doing it right•Highlight the best and most used tools in the
industry, most of which are free!•Showcase contributions from 13 other industry experts
including; Jay Baer, Rand Fishkin and Joe Pulizzi.“Content marketing is about providing
information of value to the customer.The business that provides that information will win.” Get
started with Accelerate! today.
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Mr Michael D Falconer, “No false advertising. With possibly the longest subtitle ever: "Move your
business forward through the convergence of search, social & content marketing," Accelerate!
cannot be accused of false advertising.Quiet simply, Accelerate is a blueprint for successfully
using 21st century tools for small business online marketing. Written by Arnie Kuenn, the
president of Vertical Measures in Phoenix, and a co-founder of the Arizona Interactive Marketing
Association; Mr. Kuenn certainly knows his stuff. In fact, it is one of the few criticism of the book
that I have, is that it gets a little dense at times, particularly early on. The Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) section while being very detailed gets to be a little much and will require a
couple of readings for sll but the most experienced of reders. However, the style does settle
down, and it would be a mistake to give up on the book as and what you are left with in the end
is, a user friendly handbook for search, social media, and content marketing.The book covers all
the major players as you might expect; Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Google; but is also
covers a lot of the less mainstream sites. Accelerate! plucks a number online tools out from the
magic geek SEO toolbox to help with almost every aspect of the radical overhaul of your
marketing strategy that will undoubtedly unfold once you have finished the book. I myself, am
already looking carefully at how I put posts together for my site and have joined a number of
social bookmarking sites directly because of this book.A self published book, also available in a
Kindle edition, I was initially concerned about the physical binding on Accelerate! I've had
problems in the past with the spines of self published books cracking and then loosing pages
after a single reading. I'm happy to report that this is not the case with Accelerate! I did take care
not to be too absusive to the spine, but i needn't have worried, the book is in great shape and
looks the same as when it arrived.I mention the self publishing issue, not just because of quality,
but also because the text of the book directly references it as well. With a subject such as search
and social media marketing, it is easy to get very out of date very quickly - Google+, for
example, is not mentioned once. As the text explains, being a self published book, in addition to
being an E-book, allows for easier updates than traditional publishing. I, for one, hope we do get
new editions on a fairly regular basis, because this a great resource and one I know I will be
referring to for quite some time. In fact, I found it quite odd to see URLs in the footnotes and be
unable to click on them - should have got the Kindle version!Mr. Kuenn's book will not tell you
how to brand and create a marketing strategy for your business - hopefully that is why you read
my blog! What Accelerate! will do, however, is tell you how to navigate the waters of the
increasingly complex world of search, social media, and content marketing. This still might not
mean that you still don't need to hire someone of Mr. Kuenn's caliber, or the man himself, to work
with you on these magic things. But if you do you'll at least know what they are talking about and
why.If you want to get serious about search, social media and content marketing, you need to
buy this book - it does what is says on the cover!”



Lynzi Wildheart, “Brilliant map of social media marketing maze!. The information in this book
gave me a strong understanding of the importance and value of social media marketing. Not
only that, it was broken down into simple language that gave me a map to begin navigating the
massive network of social media marketing. The best ideas I have ever read regarding the
revolution in marketing we are living and how it democratizes the market. This has helped my
business tremendously! Thank you Arnie!”

Dana Lookadoo, “Stories Fuel Understanding of Content Marketing. Arnie Kuenn's book about
content marketing is like a step-by-step manual of what to do and why. He gets down to the nitty
gritty to understand search engine results and processes of keyword research, personas, and
developing marketing messages for search and social media. But most importantly, he drives
home the reasons why and importance of various aspects of a content strategy by using stories.
Stories are a powerful aspect of content development, and Arnie practices what he preaches!If
you have not already, get ready to dog ear and mark up Accelerate! You will understand why you
need to create great content every time...and how! It will become your go-to reference!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “move your business (accelerate). You can’t go wrong with food topics or
educational pursuits which will increase your social status, give you higher self-esteem, and
enable you to possibly advance in your career. Whether it be wine, recipes, “how to” or public
speaking, it may give you a pointer that will help you in some position to enhance your life. Self
help and/or books with situations and outcomes are great for motivational self training. Being
able to give pointers in social situations – dinners – “hey, did you see that recipe for ***” is a great
conversation starter and can get more people to join in the discussion. Good idea, in my
opinion.”

Swell Gal Mary, “Marketers Should Have This On Their Shelf. I was in a seminar that Arnie
Kuenn was giving and was impressed with this knowledge of marketing and how to get your
message across. This book is a great supplement to that seminar and I find myself returning to it
again and again for advice on an issue I am facing.”

Greg Shuey, “Amazingness In A Paperback Book. Simply put, this book is amazing! Arnie is
dead on when it comes to marketing your business through search and social. I would highly
recommend this book to anyone starting out with search marketing.”

Cameljok, “Great book for SEO's. This is a great book for new and veteran SEO's. It is also
helpful for business owners who need an education on what Internet Marketing is all about.”

DennisK, “Powerful and Practical. I found the book to have valuable insights into the modern
world of commerce and sales. The book provides a concise overview of the new methods used
to get the word out on your product or service and puts into perspective a methodology for using



these modern social media tools to prosper in todays business environment.”

The book by Arnie Kuenn has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 30 people have provided feedback.
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